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The increasing frequency of product and process modifications may significantly mine the profitability of those production systems 
which are designed in a traditional way by considering only the current product requirements and, eventually, the expectations on 
future variations of the market volumes. Indeed, the product typically evolves during its life cycle, by changing its technological 
characteristics and therefore its requirements on the production system. As a consequence, the production system may be forced to run 
inefficiently and costly because it is no longer consistent with the modified product. This paper describes the reconfiguration problem 
of production systems and proposes the optimal reconfiguration policy to react to product changes on uniformly distributed market 
demand and uniformly distributed  technological requirements. A numerical case based on a real problem supports the applicability of 
the proposed reconfiguration policy.  
Keywords: optimal policy, reconfiguration, Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems, capacity planning 
 
1 Introduction 
In recent years, due to the global competition, companies often have to be able to operate in a dynamic environment, where products 
need to be frequently modified or even to be replaced, and production volumes considerably change from one time period to another, 
following the market demand. Changes in process technologies and in government regulations should also be faced with an increasing 
frequency. In such an environment, the enterprise must choose the manufacturing strategy that best allows to achieve sustainable and 
competitive production systems, which will be used to provide the market with the products it asks for.  
The design phase of the production system will determine, together with the system management phase, the system performance over 
time. For this reason, the manufacturer should pay a lot of attention to the design phase, also taking into account that the life of 
production systems is often longer than the life of the products it has to produce. However, production systems are traditionally 
designed on the basis of current information on the product and, eventually, of forecasts on expected future production volumes. 
Moreover, if there are quite high possibilities that the product characteristics will change during its life cycle, the manufacturer 
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generally selects flexible equipments; on the contrary, the equipment is designed on the current product characteristics if the product is 
not expected to undergo relevant modifications in the future.  
Most manufacturing companies use a portfolio of both dedicated and flexible production systems. Dedicated production systems are 
typically used to produce the company’s products requiring the highest value of the production volume and are usually designed 
around each single part type. Flexible production systems provide lower throughputs, but they can be used to produce a large variety 
of products. They generally consist of general purpose CNC (Computer Numerically Controlled) machines, integrated into a unique 
system. Each of the two classes of production systems has its own limitations and advantages (Koren et al. 1999, Matta and Semeraro 
2005). As usual when comparing two opposite solutions to the same problem, the advantages of the first become limitations when 
related to the second, and vice versa. Each dedicated production line is typically designed to produce a single part type at high 
production rates, by using several tools simultaneously onto the same machine. When the demand is sufficiently high, the production 
cost per single piece becomes very low. However, dedicated lines could loose their cost-effectiveness when they do not operate at 
their full capacity (Matta et al. 2000). Flexible production systems are based on high equipment cost (CNC machines perform single-
tool operations, with nearly all functionalities already built-in) and low throughput, thus the cost per single piece results higher. 
By using capacity and functionality as coordinates to measure the differences between the two approaches (Koren et al. 1999), one can 
see that dedicated systems provide very low functionality, in the sense that they usually produce only one product type, where flexible 
solutions provide high functionality, as they are able to produce multiple products. The opposite holds when the capacity of the 
production system is considered. However, in both cases it is not simple to reconfigure the system and to change the value of one or 
both of these coordinates, because the cost variation between different either capacity or functionality solutions is often very high. 
Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS) are designed at the outset for rapid change in structure, as well as in hardware and 
software components, in order to quickly adjust production capacity and functionality within a part family, in response to sudden 
changes in market or in regulatory requirements. The term adaptive production is also used to refer to those production systems easily 
adaptable, with low efforts, to face modifications of products and production volumes. In Koren et al. (1999), the RMS paradigm is 
presented. The critical point of such systems relates to how to introduce the reconfigurability or adaptability into production systems 
in an efficient and cost-effective way. A first problem is that a system reconfiguration could take place if both the hardware and the 
software components can be reconfigured at the desired level of detail (e.g. at the system level, at the machine tool level, at the control 
level, at the feed drives level, etc.). However, new technologies enabling reconfiguration are emerging in these years, such as modular 
and open architecture system controllers and modular machine tools. Another problem concerns the analysis and modelling of 
production requirements over time, needed as a prerequisite to define which different configuration solutions for the same production 
system are needed to satisfy these requirements and which solutions appear to be the best.  
In the present context, the evolution of the production system has to match closely with that of the products it manufactures. 
Therefore, a change of products may force a change of the production system, thus also causing additional investments; however the 
production system can be easily modified to react to one ore more product changes only if the whole evolution of products is 
considered when the decision concerning the reconfiguration of the production system is made.  
In order to accommodate these changes, originated for instance by a modification of one of the product features, or by the change of 
the product material, or again by the introduction of a new product variant, or by the structural increase of production volumes, etc., 
new functions must be added to the manufacturing system (e.g. an additional spindle unit, or a new station) and/or existing functions 
must be adapted (e.g. the stroke of a motion axis, or the capacities of existing buffers). In this paper, the change action introduced into 
the production system is called a system reconfiguration. In general, for each kind of change in the production requirements, a 
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different type of reconfiguration is needed. The common denominator for all of these different kinds of changes, is that for each 
reconfiguration period occurring during the lifetime of a system, a so-called ramp-up period takes place. The expression ramp-up 
period stands for the time interval it takes a newly introduced or just reconfigured manufacturing system to reach sustainable, long-
term levels of production in terms of throughput and part quality, considering the impact of equipment and labour on productivity 
(Koren et al. 1999). Shortening these periods is one of the main problems concerning the reconfiguration of manufacturing systems. 
In such a context, new models for addressing the production system reconfiguration problem are needed; these models should be 
characterized by an integrated view of product and production system evolutions. Indeed, the technological product characteristics 
change, driven internally by the continuous improvement of the enterprise processes, and at the same time driven externally by the 
market. Thus, the production system may evolve because of the need to properly tune its capacity and functionality, in order to match 
with the product characteristics.  
This paper deals with the problem of production system reconfiguration. The key issue of this work bases on the idea that a 
change into the production system may be more effective if the future evolution of products is taken into account during the 
reconfiguration phase (Matta and Tomasella 2005). This is relevant in all those contexts affected by high uncertainty, where 
technological product characteristics change at high frequencies. In particular, the paper proposes the optimal policy to decide when 
and how to reconfigure the production system under uncertain market demand and technological product characteristics.  
The outline of the paper looks as follows. Section 2 describes the reference context in which the reconfiguration problem is 
approached. Section 3 outlines the main aspects of the approach by describing the product evolution, the reconfiguration problem and 
its optimal policy. Section 4 provides some numerical considerations on the derived optimal reconfiguration policy, and finally 
conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 
 
2 The reconfiguration problem 
2.1 Product evolution and reconfiguration problem  
The product modifications are considered, as well as their evolution over time, to be the drivers for the production system 
reconfiguration. Some basic concepts, fundamental to describe and analyse this driving role, are defined in the following.  
Product functionality is defined as the vector of product characteristics the production system must be able to manufacture, and 
depends on the set of product features that must be realized. System functionality is the vector of system characteristics enabling the 
production process. If the system functionality matches with the product functionality, it is assumed that the production system is able 
to manufacture the product at certain levels of production volumes.  
Finally, system capacity is defined as the amount of good finished pieces the production system is able to produce during a certain 
time period. Capacity depends both on product and system functionalities, thus it generally changes during the product and production 
system evolutions. For example, capacity may decrease when processing times increase, e.g. because of the increased dimensions of 
the surfaces to be worked, or it may also increase due to a product improvement allowing faster operations in production. 
The detailed system reconfiguration is a difficult task to deal with, in particular for its high level of detail and high uncertainty of the 
information needed. A given configuration for a certain production system is intended as the complete and detailed set of resources 
belonging to the system, such as machine tools, buffers, fixtures, pallets, etc., needed in order to meet the requirements of a given 
production problem. After having defined the expected evolution of production requirements, i.e. of the technological product 
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specifications and of the market volumes, in terms of evolution scenarios, the decision maker (the system designer) has to identify in 
each scenario the reconfiguration alternatives that are suitable to accomplish the product needs. Each alternative configuration 
therefore depends on the specific scenario and is mainly constrained by the budget available, by the technical specifications required 
for the product, i.e. the product functionality, and by the requested production volume in that scenario. 
Different configurations belonging to the same scenario generally lead to different performance results, e.g. in terms of throughput or 
operating costs. Therefore one could decide, when a change in the production requirements occurs, i.e. when a given scenario takes 
place, that the configuration with the maximum throughput or minimum cost should be chosen as the new configuration for the 
system, and then to reiterate this behaviour for the following scenario changes and related reconfiguration choices. One first problem 
with such an approach is that, given the best configuration for a generic scenario A and the best configuration for another scenario B, 
possibly occurring after A, it may happen that the reconfiguration is not technically feasible or at least not affordable with low cost. A 
second problem is that if this ever shows to be feasible, the choice on how to reconfigure the system from the first to the second 
configuration may lead to non-optimal overall results, given the possibility that new changes could be required in the future. 
Therefore, a global approach must be considered, and this approach must take into account all the scenarios with their related 
probabilities and alternative configurations, over the whole sequence of stages considered.  
This problem is known as a dynamic and stochastic problem, in which scenarios are uncertain and the decision maker pursues the goal 
of minimizing a total expected (discounted) cost function over a defined finite sequence of time periods. The problem has been solved 
up to now concerning the production volume as the one and only requirement to system reconfiguration, and for this reason it is 
commonly referred to as the capacity management problem. 
 
2.2 Brief literature review 
 This section provides a quick overview on the main contributions concerning the problem of managing the capacity of a production 
system. The problem of managing both capacity and functionality is quite recent and no considerable work has been published on this 
topic, to the best of the authors’ knowledge. However, literature on the capacity management problem can help to understand the 
above described problem and how to address it, even only in the simplest cases. 
An important contribution is given by the survey from Luss (1982), which provides a synthesis of the eldest approaches to the 
problem. The most valuable works cited by Luss range from the very first approaches to the problem (Manne 1961, Manne 1967 and 
Sinden 1960) to more sophisticated ones (Freienfelds 1980). Manne (1961) proposes an optimal capacity expansion policy based on 
the definition of an optimal and constant expansion quantity; the problem is modelled with continuous time and finite time horizon, 
deterministic and linear product demand, and a linear expansion cost function. The approach proposed by Sinden (1960) considers on 
the opposite an expansion policy driven by the optimal constant value for the time between one expansion and another. Freienfelds 
(1980) proposes a birth-death stochastic model, as well as the deterministic equivalent one, and relaxes some of the traditional 
hypotheses, such as the linearity of the product demand. 
A last contribution following Manne’s and Freienfelds’ approaches is the one from Bean et al. (1991), which further relaxes some 
other hypotheses, e.g. by allowing the product demand be modelled by any stochastic process.  
Some other works consider the capacity expansion problem with two different kinds of facility, each one able to meet the demand of 
one product type, with the possibility of converting a facility from one type to the other (Fong and Rao 1975, Luss 1979). 
After the survey from Luss, many other contributions follow. Davies et al. (1987) and do Val and Salles (1999) are some of the most 
interesting works. In particular, do Val and Salles (1999) provides a very detailed characterization of the optimal policy and of the 
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behaviour of the decision maker when guided by it. Rocklin et al. (1984) proposes to represent the problem such as a traditional 
inventory management problem modelled as a Markov Decision Process. This work is first revisited by Angelus and Porteus (1996) 
and again by Angelus et al. (1997), with a reformulation of the problem taking into account both costs and profits related to capacity 
expansion and assuming a more complex kind of demand, to be more adherent to reality; an application to modular semiconductor 
wafer factories is also provided. 
The common characteristic for the papers cited up to this point is that all of them only consider the possibility of expanding the 
capacity of the system. This hypothesis is relaxed by Asl and Ulsoy (Asl and Ulsoy 2002a), which considers both capacity expansion 
and reduction problems, again by the use of Markov Decision Theory. This paper derives the optimal expansion/reduction policy in 
the case of stochastic market demand, where the demand can follow any type of probability distribution, and it also investigates the 
case in which there is a considerable time delay between the time when, for example, the decision of adding new capacity is made, and 
the time instant when the capacity is actually available at the shop floor level. The same authors present an approach (Asl and Ulsoy  
2002b) based on feedback control theory, showing that the availability of proper feedback can provide suboptimal solutions to the 
problem.   
Summarizing, literature on the capacity management problem only deals with capacity expansion/reduction possibilities, without 
considering the technological preferences the same market may require. This new issue, if not adequately considered, might 
considerably modify the optimal expansion and reduction policies. 
3 Optimal reconfiguration policies 
3.1 Assumptions and notation 
Product evolution is described in terms of demand levels and product functionality required by the market in each discrete time period. 
Symbols Dk and PFk are used to respectively denote the product quantity and functionality the market requires at period k, with 
k=0,1,…,N-1. The planning horizon is finite and, for sake of simplicity, time periods are deterministic with duration Tk. A further 
simplification is introduced by considering PFk as a scalar value instead of a more complex vector representing several kinds of 
functionalities. Some examples of scalar product functionality can be one of the product dimensions, the needed machine power to 
manufacture the product, the tolerance or surface roughness, etc. Dk and PFk are assumed to be random non-negative continuous 
variables; in particular the market stochastic evolution is described by the joint probability distribution Ψk(PFk; Dk), which is assumed 
to be independent on the joint distributions of previous periods. 
For the system functionality, denoted with SFk, the same simplification as that of the product functionality is introduced, assuming 
only one capability of the production system is considered and represented by the scalar value SFk. Examples of such a capability can 
be the stroke of the machine feed drives, the available spindle power, the machining accuracy, etc; obviously, this capability must be 
of the same nature of the considered product functionality. The characterization of production systems in few kinds of functionalities 
is still an open issue which is not faced in this paper, where this assumption is only due to the need of developing the simplest model 
considering both system functionality and capacity aspects. An exhaustive work on the relationships between product and system 
functionality is that of Gindy and Ratchev (1998). 
System capacity is denoted with Ck. At each period k, the system capacity depends on the duration Tk , on the system functionality SFk 
and on the cycle time necessary to process the product. Since the product cycle time is a function of the requested product 
functionality and the machine parameters to perform it, system capacity is described by a function of the following nature: 
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( )kkkk SFPFTfC ,,=  (1) 
 
The presence of the term SFk in equation (1) is due to the fact that the production system can manufacture the product, i.e. can offer a 
positive system capacity, only if its functionality allows that. If this hypothesis does not hold, the system capacity is identically equal 
to zero.  
The specific relationship between system capacity and product functionality closely depends on the type of manufacturing system 
considered in each singular case. In the present paper, the following general form is considered: 
 
( )




<
≥
⋅
=
kk
kk
k
k
kk
PFSFif
PFSFif
PF
T
SFC
 0
 
µ
 
 
(2) 
 
where µ is a speed factor, characteristic of the production system; obviously other different capacity functions can be proposed to 
represent different cases. In the present work, system capacity is therefore defined to be directly proportional to the time available in 
the period and to the speed factor of the equipment, and inversely proportional to the product functionality. The higher the product 
functionality, the smaller the capacity becomes. An insight into the meaning of all of the quantities cited by equation (2) will be 
provided in Section 4 by means of realistic examples.  
The problem of the manufacturer is then to select at each period the system functionality and the speed factor which minimize a given 
expected total discounted cost function, over the whole sequence of periods. In the proposed model it is assumed that the speed factor 
is given: therefore the only decision variable is represented by the system functionality. The decision making model is described in the 
following sub-section and then solved in Section 3.3. 
 
3.2 Model description 
At each period k, the manufacturer has to decide which functionality the production system should have in order to face the market 
uncertainties. If the system functionality is expanded/reduced, the system is said to be reconfigured. The sequence of reconfiguration 
decisions is called the reconfiguration policy. This reconfiguration policy is chosen by pursuing the minimization of a given total 
expected discounted cost function over the whole planning period. In the following, the structure of this cost function is described in 
detail.  
The total expected discounted cost of the problem is defined as the accumulation over time of the so-called control cost (CCk), which 
represents the cost incurred in each period k as a consequence of the decision made in period k, and also depending on the value of the 
system functionality at the beginning of the same period (3). This cost is defined as the sum of the expected operating cost incurred in 
the period (EOCk), due to the fact that the system operates with system functionality SFk, and of the functionality management cost 
(Mk), directly related to the decision made in period k: 
 
( , ) ( ) ( )CC k u EOC SF M uk k k k k k= +  (3) 
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where uk is the difference between system functionalities of two adjacent periods, as effect of expansion or reduction investment at 
period k: 
 
1u SF SFk k k= −+  (4) 
 
Equation (4) means that, for instance, when a system functionality expansion is decided in period k, i.e. uk > 0, the new level of system 
functionality SFk+1 is assumed to be available at the shop floor level only at the beginning of the following period, namely k+1. 
The expected operating cost in period k is the sum of the Expected Production Cost (EPCk), of the Expected Ramp-Up Production 
Cost (ERUPCk), of the Expected Shortage Cost (ESCk), and of the Expected Holding Cost (EHCk). All these expected values are 
computed with respect to the possible values of Dk and PFk in period k, and with respect to the given joint distribution Ψk(PFk; Dk). 
Formally: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )k k k k k k k k k kEOC SF EPC SF ERUPC SF ESC SF EHC SF= + + +  (5) 
[ ] ( )
, ,
( ) ( )
k k k kk k D PF k k D PF P k
EPC SF E PC SF E P yγ= = −    (6) 
[ ] ( )
, ,
( ) ( ) '
k k k kk k D PF k k D PF P P k
ERUPC SF E RUPC SF E wγ γ= = −    (7) 
[ ] [ ]
, ,
( ) ( )
k k k kk k D PF k k D PF S k
ESC SF E SC SF E zγ= =  (8) 
[ ] [ ]
, ,
( ) ( )
k k k kk k D PF k k D PF H k H k
EHC SF E HC SF E SF SFγ γ= = =  (9) 
 
Parameters γP and P in equation (6) represent the unit production cost and the selling product price respectively; notice that (P- γP) is 
the marginal product value. Quantity yk represents the production level in period k. Assuming for simplicity that no inventory 
management is allowed in this firm, or equivalently that all the pieces produced can in any case be sold in the market, this quantity is 
defined as: 
 
( )min , Rk k ky D C=  (10) 
 
where CkR is the real (actual) capacity available in period k. Notice that this capacity is generally lower (and always not greater than) 
the potential capacity level, represented by Ck, formerly defined by equation (1). The term CkR takes into consideration capacity losses 
into the analysis, in particular those related to the ramp-up period (defined in Section 1) typically following each reconfiguration of 
the production system.  
Parameter γ’P in equation (7) represents the unit production cost during the ramp-up period, which is generally greater than γP. 
Quantity wk, representing the total amount of pieces produced during the ramp-up period, is defined as: 
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( )min , RUk k kw D C=  (11) 
 
where CkRU is the total system capacity during the ramp-up period. This quantity can be at least roughly estimated if the duration of the 
ramp-up period can be quantified, and is often a significant fraction of CkR. The term ERUPCk has the purpose of taking into 
consideration a second major effect of the ramp-up phenomenon, i.e. the fact that, due to the lower yields and throughput affecting 
system ramp-up, production during the  ramp-up is less efficient and thus costs more than production “at steady-state”. 
Parameter γS in equation (8) represents the unit shortage cost incurred for each product unit of unmet market demand in period k. 
Quantity zk is equal to the level of unmet demand in period k, according to: 
 
( )max 0, Rk k kz D C= −  (12) 
 
Finally, parameter γH  in equation (9) is the holding cost per unit of system functionality. This represents the unit cost to maintain the 
current level of system functionality available in period k. 
The function Mk(uk) in equation (3) represents the management cost for expanding or reducing the system functionality. A similar 
function has been proposed by Asl and Ulsoy (2002a) in their capacity expansion and reduction problem. The following equation 
provides a formal definition. 
 
expansion cost reduction cost
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )    k k k k k kM u L u E e u L u R r u= ⋅ + ⋅ + − ⋅ + ⋅1442443 144424443  (13) 
with : 
                                                         



≤
>
=
00
01)(
k
k
k
uif
uif
uL
 
 
where E (or e) and R (or r) represent the fixed (or the variable) expansion and reduction costs respectively. In particular, E represents 
the setup cost to install additional system functionality, and e is the unit ordering cost. On the other hand, R represents the one-period 
labour cost to uninstall excess system functionality, and r is the reward of selling one unit of system functionality.  
At this point, it is worth re-analyzing in detail the breakdown of the single-period control cost (CCk) presented by equations (3) 
through (13) and the related implications on the solution of the reconfiguration problem.  
First, we remind that the nature of system reconfigurations considered in the present paper is explicitly physical (hard). This means 
that only reconfigurations at the hardware level, of both system functionality and capacity, are taken into account by the model 
variables and parameters. Indeed, in principle, logical (soft) reconfigurations, involving only software aspects of the production 
system could also be considered. Therefore, the present model can be used for instance to decide when/how to replace a machine 
module/element with another one offering a higher level of SFk (e.g. one spindle unit with another one characterized by a higher 
power), or when/how to replace a machine (e.g. one machining centre with another one characterized by a bigger working cube). On 
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the opposite, this model cannot be used to decide, for instance, software types of capacity augmentation, such as the use of additional 
production shifts or of subcontracting. 
Second, the object of the decision is the level of system functionality, and in particular the amount of system functionality to be 
expanded/reduced (uk) by the start of the following period, given the knowledge of the current value of system functionality (SFk), of 
the current system capacity (Ck) and of the joint distribution of the random phenomena involved in the problem (Ψk(PFk; Dk)). The 
levels of system functionality (SFk+1) and capacity (Ck+1) for the immediately following period result as a consequence of this 
decision, according to equations (4) and (2) respectively.   
Third, the reconfiguration costs included into the equations above, go beyond considering only the ordering cost of new hardware 
modules, in case of functionality expansion, or only the return from selling extra functionality, in case of reduction: in fact, ramp-up 
costs are also included in the model.  
Finally, other costs related to system reconfiguration and not explicitly mentioned in the definitions above, can be considered as a 
portion of the constant terms E and R in the definition of function Mk(uk). 
 
3.3 Problem Statement 
The described problem is a Markov Decision Problem over a discrete-time finite horizon of N periods, where at each period k the 
manufacturer has to decide the control action uk, with k=0,…, N-1. The values of the system functionality, of the system capacity, and 
of the product demand and functionality requested by the market define the state of the process at each period. Since continuous 
domains for both product demand and functionality were assumed, the number of possible states at each period is infinite. Whenever 
the process enters a new period, it is assumed that the manufacturer observes the new state, incurs the operating costs related to that 
state and then takes the control action uk to decide a new value for the system functionality to be available by the start of the following 
period. 
Thus, given available an initial state (X0) at the starting period, the problem is to find an optimal reconfiguration policy, i.e. a policy 
π*={u0*, …,uK-1*}, not necessarily unique, which minimizes the following total expected discounted cost: 
 
 
0
1
*( ) min ( , )
0
N k
N N k k
N
J X E SF CC k u
k
π π
α γ α
−  
= − + ∑ 
 = 
 (14) 
 
where α is a discount factor (for simplicity assume that 0 ≤α≤), SFN is the terminal value of system functionality at the last period, 
and γN is the salvage value per unit of terminal system functionality, at the end of the considered horizon. The symbol ‘E’ stands for 
the expected value of the cost function in brackets, and is computed over all the possible values of the state of the process and over the 
whole sequence of periods. 
A fundamental solution technique to this kind of problem is based on the concept of Dynamic Programming (DP) (Bertsekas, 1987). 
By using this technique, it is generally possible to derive a policy which is simultaneously optimal for every initial state. Moreover, in 
situations where decisions are made in stages while gathering information on the state of the process, a so-called closed-loop 
minimization of the cost takes place (Bertsekas, 1987). This means that, when updated information on the state of the process is 
available, this information can be exploited to make better decisions. In such cases, e.g. in the Markov Decision Problem defined 
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above,  the decision maker is interested not in finding a sequence of numerical values for the optimal control action uk*, but rather in 
finding a sequence of functions uk*(Xk), mapping the process state Xk into the optimal control action uk*, for every state Xk and for 
every period k. DP can be effectively used for this purpose, and the following section is devoted to deriving such a kind of optimal 
policy.  
To make the solution of the problem more easily tractable, so that closed-form solutions (optimal policies) can be obtained, the 
following simplifying assumptions are made. First, let the product demand Dk and functionality PFk in each period k be independently 
and uniformly distributed in intervals [δk,∆k] and [fk,Fk] respectively; numerical solutions are straightforward for some other types of 
distributions. In addition, ramp-up is not considered, assuming that CkR = Ck for every period k, and CkRU =0; future developments will 
also include this important aspect. However if the ramp-up phenomenon cannot be neglected, again a numerical solution can be found 
out by using the model presented above, in particular by including the Expected Ramp-Up Production Cost term (7) in the Expected 
Operating Cost function (5) and solving numerically the minimization problem, again by the use of DP.  
The assumptions above make all the components of the expected operating cost function (EOCk) be defined differently in the three 
disjoint intervals [0, fk), [fk, Fk) and [Fk, +∞). The reader can easily derive the related closed-form definitions, by computing the 
integrals implied by equations (6) through (9), just recalling that, depending on the specific combination of PFk, SFk and Dk occurring 
in period k, quantities yk, wk, zk and Ck are defined as in Table 1. 
  
[Insert Table 1 about here] 
 
It can be easily demonstrated (though the proof is omitted here due to reasons of space) that EOCk, EPCk, ESCk and EHCk are all 
continuous functions of SFk, for every SFk∈[0,+∞). More particularly, it can be demonstrated that they are continuous functions of 
SFk, over any compact set of the form [0, Sk], with Sk < +∞. This, by Weierstrass theorem, yields to the existence of a minimum for all 
of these functions, in any compact set of the form [0, Sk], with Sk < +∞. The present characterization, in particular for EOCk, is 
fundamental for the existence of the optimal solution of the minimization problem defined above. 
Figure 1 shows an example, based on the data reported in Table 2, of Expected Operating Cost function., The two vertical solid lines, 
parallel to the y-axis, represent the values of fk and Fk for the considered case study. For each function, the three different forms, one 
for each of the intervals cited above, can be easily noticed from the graph. Considering EOCk in particular, it can be noticed that the 
function is linear and increasing in intervals [0, fk] and [Fk, +∞), while it is convex in [fk, Fk]. This form of EOCk is quite general and 
representative of the problem itself, and can be shown in many cases of practical interest. In some of these cases, the convexity in [fk, 
Fk] is more evident, and a minimum value for EOCk, whose correspondent SFk is internal to [fk, Fk], can be easily noticed. In some 
other cases, it can be possible that EOCk is no more convex; in such cases, the function may show two stationary points in [fk, Fk], one 
local minimum and one local maximum, but it may also be possible that EOCk is concave in [fk, Fk]. These last two possibilities are 
however neither critical for the existence of  the minimum for EOCk, over any compact set of the form [0, Sk], with Sk < +∞, and nor 
critical for the existence of the solution to the reconfiguration problem. 
 
[Insert Figure 1 about here] 
 
3.4 The optimal policy 
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In this section, the closed-form solution of the optimal reconfiguration problem is presented. The exposition of the procedure and of 
the related concepts strongly rely on DP theory, assumptions and notation. For reasons of space, the exposition cannot be strictly 
rigorous and complete; the interested reader is referred to (Bertsekas, 1987) and (Kumar, 1986). Define the optimal cost-to-go 
function Vk+1(Xk+1) at time k+1 as: 
 
k+1 N-1
( 1) ( 1)
1 1
u ,...,u
1
( )  min ( , )
1
N k i k
k k N N k i
N
V X E SF CC i u
i k
α γ α− + − ++ +
−  
= − + ∑ 
 = + 
 (15) 
 
This function represents the cost incurred by applying the portion of the optimal policy from time k+1 to time N-1, starting at time 
k+1 from state Xk+1. Assuming the optimality of the cost-to-go function Vk+1(Xk+1), one can write the optimal cost-to-go function 
Vk(Xk) at time k, for every k, as: 
  
[ ]{ }1 1
k
, 1 1
u
( )  min ( , ) ( )
0,1,..., 1
( )
k kk k k k D PF k k
N N N N
V X E CC k u E V X
k N
V X SF k N
α
γ
+ + + +
= + ⋅
= −
= − =
 
(16) 
 
where SFN is assumed to be known in advance. Equations (16) are the so-called optimality equations for the optimal system 
reconfiguration problem represented by DP. It can be proved (for an elegant proof the reader is referred to Kumar, 1986) that an 
optimal policy for this problem exists if and only if the minimum at (16) is achieved, for every k and for every Xk. 
Equation (16) can be rewritten by explicitly dividing the optimal functionality expansion problem from the optimal functionality 
reduction problem. This is possible thanks to the definition of Mk(uk) in equation (13). Moreover, by substituting the definition of the 
control cost in equation (3) into (16), and by denoting with VkL(Xk) and VkU(Xk) the optimal cost-to-go at time k of respectively the 
expansion and reduction problem, it yields, for every k=0,…, N: 
 
 
{ }
{ }
1 1
1 1
, 1 10
, 1 10
( ) ( ) min ( ) ( )     
( ) ( ) min ( ) ( )   
k k
k
k k
k
L L L
k k k k k k k D PF k k
u
U U U
k k k k k k k D PF k k
u
V X V SF E e u EOC SF E V SF
V X V SF R r u EOC SF E V SF
α
α
+ +
+ +
+ +≥
+ +≤
  = = + ⋅ + +  

 = = + ⋅ + +  
 
 
(17) 
 
By using the definition in equation (4), it yields: 
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1 1
1 1
1 , 1 10
1 , 1 10
( ) min ( ) ( )     
( ) min ( ) ( )   
k k
k
k k
k
L L
k k k k k k D PF k k
u
U U
k k k k k k D PF k k
u
V SF E e SF e SF EOC SF E V SF
V SF R r SF r SF EOC SF E V SF
α
α
+ +
+ +
+ + +≥
+ + +≤
  − + ⋅ = ⋅ + + ⋅  

 − + ⋅ = ⋅ + + ⋅  
 (18) 
 
Then, defining ( ) ( )L Lk k k k kH SF V SF e SF= + ⋅  for the expansion problem and ( ) ( )U Uk k k k kH SF V SF r SF= + ⋅  for the reduction problem, 
and assuming that E=R=0, without loss of generality, it yields, for every k=0,…, N: 
 
1 1
1 1
1 , 1 10
1 , 1 10
( ) min ( ) (1 ) ( )    
( )
( ) min ( ) (1 ) ( )
( )
k k
k
k k
k
L L
k k k k k D PF k k
u
U U
k k k k k D PF k k
u
H SF EOC SF e SF E H SF
LF SFk k
H SF EOC SF r SF E H SF
UF SFk k
α α
α α
+ +
+ +
+ + +≥
+ + +≤
 
 
  = + ⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅  
 
  
 = + ⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅  
144444444442444444444443
144 2
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
44444444 444444444443
 (19) 
 
It can be demonstrated that, for any compact set of the form [0, Sk], with Sk < +∞, the minimization problems defined by equations 
(19), which are equivalent to the two separate system functionality expansion and reduction problems, are well-posed problems. This 
means that the minimum in the right-hand sides of equations (19) is always achieved, for every k=0,1,…,N-1. The proof relies on the 
existence of a minimum for EOCk(SFk) over the same compact set, as somewhat informally highlighted at the end of Section 3.3, on 
the convexity of VNL(SFN) and of VNU(SFN), and on the induction principle.  
The optimal value related to the system functionality expansion problem, defined as Lk, can be computed, for every k=0,…,N-1, as in 
the following: 
 
min ( )
L
k k
L
k k kSF
L F SF
∈Σ
=  (20) 
where:  
 
 
{ }1 1 2 2* *0, , 1 , 1 ,L L Lk k k SL k SL kf SF SF FΣ = ⋅ ⋅  (21) 
( )
1
2 2
*
2
L
k k kL
k kL
k
SF T
δ
µ
δ
−∆ + ∆ − −Κ
=
Κ −
       ;      
( )
1
2 2
*
2
L
k k kL
k kL
k
SF T
δ
µ
δ
−∆ − ∆ − −Κ
=
Κ −
 
(22) 
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(23) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 1H k N k k k kL
P S
e e F f
P
γ α α φ γ δ
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1 1
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k N
k N
φ
= −
= 
≠ −
 
(24) 
 
Similarly, the optimal value related to the system functionality reduction problem, defined as Uk, can be computed, for every 
k=0,…,N-1, as in the following: 
 
min ( )
U
k k
U
k k kSF
U F SF
∈Σ
=  (25) 
where:  
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(28) 
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k N
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φ
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(29) 
 
Figure 2 shows the optimal system functionality expansion and reduction levels related to the same case already treated in Figure 1. 
The FkL and FkU functions are presented, as well as their minima; these last are indicated in the figure by respectively the square and 
the circle. Lk and Uk are the abscissas of respectively the former and the latter. 
 
[Insert Figure 2 about here] 
 
The formulas reported in equations (20) through (29) are valid, provided that Uk ≥ Lk. Moreover, a reasonable assumptions in all cases 
of practical interest is to require that e ≥  r. 
The optimal policy for the system reconfiguration problem is then presented in the following, by means of boundaries based on the 
optimal system functionality expansion and reduction levels Uk and Lk:  
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(30) 
 
The value of the difference between the optimal boundaries Uk and Lk can be considered as a measure of reconfigurability. When this 
value is large, it means the production system will not be often reconfigured, unless some particular scenario is met. On the contrary, 
the production system may be frequently changed when the difference between Uk and Lk is small. 
Figure 4 shows the iso-lines representing points with equal difference (Uk - Lk,), as a function of the unit expansion and 
reduction costs. The reported iso-lines represent all the situations for which the problem is mathematically defined (given the 
definition domains of e and r), i.e. where it is Uk≥ Lk,. However, as cited above, in all cases of practical interest the user of the model 
will take care only of the iso-lines laying under the dashed oblique line (assuming e ≥  r).  
The graph states a general tendency occurring when the present model is applied. Indeed, the figure shows that the difference 
between the values of Uk and Lk, called in the following after the name of optimal interval, increases with the increase of e and with 
the decrease of r. This is a quite obvious result of the cost functions of the problem, as they were defined in the previous pages. 
Indeed, given a value for r, i.e. given a fixed value for Uk, an increase in e results in a lower convenience in expanding the system 
functionality, and thus in a lower optimal value for the expansion problem, namely Lk. The natural lower bound for such a decrease of 
Lk is represented by zero. The converse happens when, given a value for e, i.e. given a fixed value for Lk, an increase in r results in a 
higher convenience in reducing the system functionality (recall that r is actually a reward for selling the extra functionality), and thus 
in a lower optimal value for the reduction problem, namely Uk. The natural lower bound in this second case is represented by Lk. To be 
noted that, when r = 0, Uk = Fk. Therefore, Fk represents the natural upper bound for Uk as represented in the graph for very low 
values of the unit reduction cost. More practically, the level of r under which the iso-lines become parallel one to the other for every 
value of e, namely r* in Figure 3, assures the decision maker that, for values of r lower than this level, the maximum permitted level 
of system functionality, such that the choice on the SFk is always an optimal choice, is exactly equal to the maximum level of 
functionality required by the market, namely Fk. This, in addition to the fact that, in the assumptions of the model, the product 
functionality will never grow above Fk, means that a system functionality reduction will never occur in practice, simply because it is 
never economically convenient to do so. For values of r higher than r*, the optimal reduction level Uk can be lower than Fk. In these 
cases, a reduction of the system functionality is possible, and it happens in particular whenever PFk for a given period is above Uk, 
accordingly to the definition of the optimal policy provided by (30).   
 
[Insert Figure 3 about here] 
 
4 Numerical results 
In this section, a first set of results obtained by applying the proposed model is shown. The capability of the model to support the 
system designer in the reconfiguration of one type of system functionality is considered, first in a case where functionality expansion 
costs are very low, and then in a situation where they are much larger. In both cases, the reward values in case of functionality 
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reduction are assumed to be very small. Multi-period studies are presented with the objective to show the behaviour of the optimal 
policy in two extreme situations.  
 
4.1 Case I: Low expansion costs, low reduction costs 
A sub-contractor in the automotive sector produces all the different product codes concerning different types of steering gear holders 
(Figure 4b) for the different brands of a big automotive group. These holders are mounted in particular on the different 
models/variants of pick-ups produced by the group. Since production volumes are expected to be very high for a sequence of years, 
transfer lines are configured and used to produce the whole part family (Figure 4a). In this specific case transfer lines are rotary, i.e. 
with rotating turret. The different holders undergo a series of machining operations which are basically the same, except for some 
special machining operations, in particular those to be realized inside the main cavity of the work-piece, all along its length. To carry 
out these operations, special tools must be designed and built. The length of the holders is in particular a critical dimension, since 
typically the longer the length of the work-piece, the longer the special tools, and also the higher the number of operations to be 
executed inside the cavity (and thus the number of tool inserts needed). The maximum length of the holders requested in a given 
period represents the product functionality in the considered case.  
 
[Insert Figure 4 about here] 
 
The sub-contractor knows from the very beginning that, due to the possible introduction of new steering gear holders in the future, as 
well as the change of some of the already existing work-pieces, the maximum length of the work-pieces to be machined in each period 
of a given time horizon is independently and uniformly distributed between a minimum and a maximum, defined for each period. The 
same kind of distribution can be assumed for the production volumes in each period (Table 2a).  
The system is composed of a single machine, similar to the one shown in Figure 4a, in turn characterized by twelve stations. Each 
station is equipped with 1 to 4 operating units. Moreover, each operating unit is characterized by 1 to 3 motion axes. Both numerically 
controlled and non-numerically controlled units are adopted, depending on the machining operations to be executed in each station. 
The workspace available at each station enables the system to machine all the forecasted types of holders. The same can be stated 
concerning the number of stations. The reconfiguration action is in the specific case a physical reconfiguration, and regards the special 
tools to be adopted. The system functionality is assumed to be the length of the tools enabling the system to machine all the different 
codes requested in a given period. Table 2b shows the model parameters estimated for the present case study. The length of each 
period is equal to 3 months.  
  
[Insert Table 2 about here] 
 
A ten-periods (i.e. 30 months) study, based on the numbers reported above, is presented in Figure 5. The salvage value at the end of 
the time horizon is considered to be γN=380 keuro/m (the system lifetime is more than double times the duration of the considered 
horizon), and the final value of the system functionality is assumed to be SFN=0.25 m.  
Results show, as expected, that reconfiguration costs are so low, compared to the related revenues, that the optimal interval is in every 
period extremely narrow and equal to zero. Practically, this happens because the value of parameter e is so low that it is convenient to 
shift the optimal expansion level up to value Fk, and contemporaneously the value of parameter r is so low that is convenient to shift 
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the optimal reduction level down to value Fk. The proposed optimal policy shows therefore that in this case the optimal choice is to 
reconfigure in any given scenario; in particular it is always optimal to reconfigure the system up to the maximum value forecasted for 
the product functionality. As far as the considered specific feature, the system shows then a high degree of reconfigurability, in the 
sense stated at the end of Section 3.  
 
[Insert Figure 5 about here] 
 
 
4.2 Case II: High expansion costs, low reduction costs 
Consider now a case in which the production problem is the same as the one in case I, but where, if a longer work-piece have to be 
machined, reconfiguration costs become extremely high. Product functionality is again the maximum length of the holders requested 
in a given time period, while the system functionality is in this case the maximum length of the holders which can be machined by 
using the current equipment, considering the machine as a whole. Indeed the reconfiguration action involves, in this second case, the 
replacement of most of the operating units (e.g. because a higher number of motion axes is needed to perform some new machining 
operations), and also some relevant additional modifications on the machine structure (such as the modification of the housings for the 
newly introduced operating units). The new parameters are indicated in Table 3b. Moreover, due to the different nature of the 
reconfiguration, the length of each time period is equal to 6 months. Expected production volumes in Table 3a are modified 
accordingly. 
 
[Insert Table 3 about here] 
 
A ten-periods (i.e. 60 months) study, based on these numbers, is presented in Figure 6. The salvage value at the end of the time 
horizon is assumed to be γN=2000 keuro/m (the system lifetime is assumed to be one year longer than the considered horizon), and the 
final value of the system functionality is assumed to be SFN=0.2.  
Results in this case are also in line with the characterization of the optimal interval as a possible measure of reconfigurability, as 
proposed at the end of Section 3. In fact, the decision maker knows, from the beginning of the considered horizon, that its 
functionality in the following periods would probably be neither expanded nor reduced. This is mainly because of the wideness of the 
optimal interval, and holds with a high degree of probability, if the forecasts on Dk and PFk will not substantially change in the 
following periods.  
This second case shows in particular the effect of an increase in the unit expansion cost, with respect to case I, given the same value 
for the unit reduction cost. The wider dimension of the optimal interval is only due to the fact that expanding the functionality here 
requires high monetary efforts, and thus lead to an optimal expansion boundary which is generally much lower than the one in case I.     
 
[Insert Figure 6 about here] 
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5 Conclusions and future research 
In the present work, the problem of production system reconfiguration has been faced, pointing out the need of taking into account the 
evolution of technological requirements of the product during the decision making process. The consideration of the technological 
requirements in the reconfiguration problem represents the major issue of this paper. The reconfiguration problem under uncertainties 
both on the product demand level and on the technological requirements level, has been modelled as a Markov Decision Problem, for 
which an optimal policy exists and has been derived in a closed-form. The study of the closed-form solution can help to fully 
understand the optimality conditions of an analyzed reconfiguration policy. 
 Ongoing work is developing the optimal policy for a wider set of distributions on the one hand, and taking into consideration 
the ramp-up costs in the derivation of the optimal policy on the other hand. Further efforts are being spent to better investigate the 
system functionality, by proposing a metric to define the technological characteristics of production systems which are the most 
relevant for the reconfiguration problem. Other criticalities to be faced in future research, are related to the fact that some relevant 
characteristics of production systems can assume only discrete values and some others cannot be expanded or reduced in an easy way. 
As a first example, the speed factor param ter, which in many practical cases is related to the number of resources of the same type 
available in the system (e.g. the number of CNC machining centres in a parallel machines FMS), will be considered as an additional 
decision variable. This will enable the manufacturer to make more complex but at the same time more realistic decisions, based on the 
change of both the system functionality and the speed factor of the equipment. Other relevant functionalities, which are expected to be 
derived from the ongoing study on the metric, will be included in the model in order to  develop a complete and reliable practical 
model.  
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Figure 1 – Expected operating costs structure in a given single period (case I). 
 
        
 
Figure 2 –  Optimal expansion and reduction levels in a given single period (case I). 
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Figure 3 - Dimension of the optimal interval as a function of unit expansion and reduction costs. 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4 – A transfer line with rotating turret (a) and a steering-gear holder housing (b) similar to those considered in case I 
(courtesy of Riello Sistemi SpA, Minerbe (VR) Italy, http://www.riellomacchine.it)    
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Figure 5 – Multi-period analysis related to case I. 
 
 
 
 SFN = 0.20 
Figure 6- Multi-period analysis related to case II. 
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SFk PFk Dk yk zk wk* Ck 
SFk<fk ∀PFk ∀Dk 0 Dk 0 
δk≤ SFk ≤ Ck Dk 0 fk≤ SFk ≤SFk Ck≤ SFk ≤∆k Ck Dk- Ck Ck fk≤ SFk ≤Fk 
SFk≤ SFk ≤Fk ∀Dk 0 Dk 0 
δk≤ SFk ≤ Ck Dk 0 SFk>Fk ∀PFk Ck≤ SFk ≤∆k Ck Dk- Ck 
0 
Ck 
Table 1 - Values of yk, wk, zk and Ck for any possible combination of SFk, PFk and Dk. *Please notice that wk  is identically 
equal to zero because of the fact that the ramp-up phenomenon is not taken into account in this case 
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k δk ∆k f k F k 
1 45000 240000 0.16 0.25 
2 45000 255000 0.16 0.25 
3 45000 255000 0.16 0.3 
4 45000 270000 0.16 0.3 
5 45000 270000 0.16 0.3 
6 45000 270000 0.16 0.3 
7 45000 285000 0.16 0.3 
8 45000 285000 0.16 0.35 
9 45000 285000 0.16 0.35 
10 45000 255000 0.16 0.3 
 
 
SYSTEM 
PARAMETER VALUE 
T(months) 3 
µ (m/s) 0.003 
γP(€/piece) 1.6 
P(€/piece) 3 
γS(€/piece) 2 
γH(€/m) 0.4 
β 0.97 
e(k€/m) 560 
r(€/m) 0 
(a) Product demand and functionality (b) System Parameters 
Table 2 – Input data for the multi-period case I. 
 
k δk ∆k f k F k 
1 90000 480000 0.1 0.25 
2 90000 510000 0.1 0.25 
3 90000 510000 0.1 0.3 
4 90000 540000 0.1 0.3 
5 90000 540000 0.1 0.3 
6 90000 540000 0.1 0.3 
7 90000 570000 0.1 0.3 
8 90000 570000 0.1 0.35 
9 90000 570000 0.1 0.35 
10 90000 510000 0.1 0.3 
 
 
SYSTEM 
PARAMETER VALUE 
T(months) 6 
µ(m/s) 0.003 
γP(€/piece) 1.6 
P(€/piece) 3 
γS(€/piece) 2 
γH(€/m) 0.4 
β 0.97 
e(k€/m) 17500 
r(€/m) 0 
(a) Product demand and functionality (b) System Parameters 
Table 3 – Input data for the multi-period case II. 
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